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Abstract.Abstract.Abstract.Abstract. Based on the characteristics about distribution, intelligent, and
coordination of Multi-Agent system, In this article, Agent theory and
technology is applied to bee products quality control and emergency
management system of information interaction and coordination, we
constructed the bee products quality control and emergency management
system of the frame structure, and put forward bee products quality control and
emergency management system of the blackboard communication mechanism,
and used the blackboard structure on the bee products quality control and
emergency decision mechanism for research.
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1111 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

Bee products quality control and emergency management can to provide timely,
quick, efficient, high quality emergency services for our country bee products quality
control department when there are many quality problems, or natural disaster
situation. To the question about Bee products quality problem, all kinds of
emergencies independence and the correlation, need many departments and units of
collaborative and cooperate in emergency decision and rescue that process. Bee
products quality control and emergency management system must know accident of
real-time information, and more effective interaction for rapid comprehensive
decision-making system.
However, China's bees industry in the information, intelligence bee products

quality control and emergency management has just starting, emergency response and
transfer mode the lack of effective information release mechanism, use of not enough
real-time information and feedback information, Department of the different response
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system, information platform and software platform lead to share data, response and
scheduling model is not the same. All of these lead to the emergency rescue operation
can't efficient conduct. With the rapid development of information technology,
network has entered into the public's daily life and work, therefore, we can use of the
distributed technology based on the network to construct distributed emergency
response system ，MAS because its have distribution, expansibility, parallelism,
flexibility, intelligence and so on, the more suitable for bee products quality control
and emergency management system construction.
MAS (Multi-Agent System) is a system concept on the basis of the Distributed

Artificial Intelligence (Distributed Artificial Intelligence, DAI)[1]. Each Agent has
the ability about independently solving problems or independently finished function,
each Agent through information interaction, negotiated, coordinate complete complex
task, Agent can be parallel to transmission and control information. However, in
distributed open environment, each Agent is often heterogeneous, dynamic and
unpredictable, it has the distribution and the internal correlation, how to through the
communication mechanism to realize more effective interaction is a key issue. we
must through the interaction between the Agent to realize resource sharing, the
coordination of the conflict in order to achieve overall goal.
In this article, based on the characteristics about distribution, intelligent, and

coordination of Multi-Agent system, Agent theory and technology is applied to bee
products quality control and emergency management system of information
interaction and coordination, we constructed the bee products quality control and
emergency management system of the frame structure, and put forward bee products
quality control and emergency management system of the blackboard communication
mechanism, and used the blackboard structure on the bee products quality control and
emergency decision mechanism for research. For bee products quality control and
emergency management to provide an effective research ideas and methods.
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The communication mechanism is Agent that in what ways does realize
communication. Many of the Agent communication mechanism not only to realize the
bottom of communication between the computer, but also to run in different network
platform for communications connection, Agent in the environment of networks
which position can be effective play its function and other collaborative interaction
Agent. The communication mechanism design and choose plays an important role in
between maintaining cooperation, to solve the conflict and to realize information
exchange between agent, it will directly affect the overall efficiency of the system,
robustness and expansibility.
At present, many of the main communication Agent system has there kinds:

blackboard, federation, peer-to-peer [2,3, 4].



2.1.The2.1.The2.1.The2.1.The blackboardblackboardblackboardblackboard

The blackboard is actually a shared knowledge structure, it for each Agent
provides a share data area, used in between Agent of information and data exchange
and sharing. Each Agent can write directly to the blackboard information, also can
from the blackboard read other Agent of information. Allow many Agent through to
the blackboard content directly to read and write to distribute and get news [5], it
could achieve a send perform multiple tasks of communication. In the central control
system, the blackboard way can share data structure and realizing efficient
communication. The blackboard has advantages during the central control and high
efficient, yet for complexity, interaction, and safety requirements high task, a
blackboard way has some limitations.

2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2. FederationFederationFederationFederation

All members of agent constitute different groups on the basis of federation, each
Agent group set a Agent medium, Each Agent only communication with in the group
media Agent, media Agent according to the request of the Agent, the news sent to the
agent in group. This method greatly reduces the direct communication link between
Agent, but if the number of Agent less, frequent communication between Agent,
through the media Agent communication efficiency but is not high.

2.3.2.3.2.3.2.3. peer-to-peerpeer-to-peerpeer-to-peerpeer-to-peer

A peer-to-peer using TCP/IP protocol, establish the communication is the direct
physical connection link. The packet to ensure the safe arrival, for TCP/IP protocol
can realize the end-to-end confirmation. At present, most of the Agent platform
established using direct communication mode. Using a peer-to-peer realize the
physical connection between Agent for the sender Agent must know the receiving
Agent physical location in the system.
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The core of Bee products quality control and emergency management is integration
information resources and emergency management resources about our country
different management and testing department, to achieve the emergency coordination
effect between different departments, On the whole, enhance the system of the
emergency response and decision making. Multi-Agent system has many good
properties, it more suitable for the construction of bee products quality control and
emergency management system. This section we will be structure bee products
quality control and emergency management frame structure based on Agent, and use
the Agent communication coordination technology research bee products quality
control and emergency management system of communication mechanism.



3.13.13.13.1 BeeBeeBeeBee productsproductsproductsproducts qualityqualityqualityquality controlcontrolcontrolcontrol andandandand emergencyemergencyemergencyemergency managementmanagementmanagementmanagement systemsystemsystemsystem structurestructurestructurestructure
basedbasedbasedbased onononon AgentAgentAgentAgent

Bee products quality control and emergency management system based on Agent,
each Agent is real-time and autonomy basic modules, each Agent mutual cooperation
and coordination, and compose a real-time function entity.
In the bee products quality control and emergency management system, Bee

products quality control and emergency management organizations included ministry
of agriculture, the national testing center, weather and environmental protection
department and so on. They assume the bee products quality control and emergency
management tasks. Every department is independent agent, and each main department
Agent included many other auxiliary function agent, such as implementation agent
and monitoring agent and so on. In the bee products quality control and emergency
management organization, in order to better coordinate emergency management,
optimize emergency management resources, to achieve the effective emergency
decision knowledge together, we set up an emergency management center agent, the
emergency management center agent include Central agent and Local agent, Every
province is a Local agent, these agents jointly responsible for bee products quality
control and emergency management in the system.
In figure 1 description of the typical distributed bee products quality control and

emergency management structure based on Multi-Agent. Central management Agent
in the global scheduling and decision-making position, then, according to China's
bees products feature, The local agent of the province mainly complete emergency
management functions (such as: daily management, emergency command). When
need resources sharing and information collaboration between province, each of local
Agent through communication network and information platform for exchange
information. Central Agent plays a comprehensive coordination and decision-making
role, integration and coordination each local Agent task.



Fig.Fig.Fig.Fig. 1111.... Bee products quality control and emergency management structure based on Multi-
Agent

3.23.23.23.2 EmergencyEmergencyEmergencyEmergency managementmanagementmanagementmanagement communicationcommunicationcommunicationcommunication mechanismmechanismmechanismmechanism BasedBasedBasedBased onononon AgentAgentAgentAgent

Different local Agent distribution in different environment, Heterogeneous
platforms and information produced some obstacles to information of interaction and
coordinate. In order to promote the cooperation between local Agent, to realize the
integration of heterogeneous knowledge, in this paper, we use distributed blackboard
structure to describe emergency management of communication coordination
mechanism. Distributed blackboard structure can provide concurrency control,
interactive, real-time control etc.
Among them, each Agent are adopted the blackboard to transfer information form

the communication interface between Agent, enhance the efficiency about
cooperation and communication between Agent. Every function agent has a
blackboard, the blackboard is communication and information storage area, and is an
information communication interface channel with other agent. At the same time,
central agent and local agent have emergency blackboard, accept and response to each
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function agent of information, and send coordination and decision-making
information to function agent.
In the process, there is two tasks collaborative request response mechanism.

3.2.13.2.13.2.13.2.1 CooperativeCooperativeCooperativeCooperative mechanismmechanismmechanismmechanism betweenbetweenbetweenbetween regionalregionalregionalregional
When department Agent can't alone finish emergency task, it through the

blackboard structure to the local Agent sends a work request, if the local Agent think
the request need other agent collaborative, the local agent release information on the
blackboard, At the same time, the local agent analysis the task, send out task
collaborative request to corresponding function agent, corresponding function agent
received collaborative request, according to oneself circumstance to provide the
service. Communication Agent is a control unit, to a certain extent, to realize
department Agent communication request, equivalent to router, as shown in figure 2
shows.

Fig.Fig.Fig.Fig. 2222.... Cooperative mechanism between regional

3.2.23.2.23.2.23.2.2 OverallOverallOverallOverall situationsituationsituationsituation decompositiondecompositiondecompositiondecomposition collaborativecollaborativecollaborativecollaborative mechanismmechanismmechanismmechanism
Central Agent establish an emergency task decomposition and task execution

situation evaluation, first, overall emergency task decomposition, and assigned to
each local agent, and then, appraise task execute condition, to more control effectively
scheduling. The difference between overall situation decomposition collaborative
mechanism and cooperative mechanism between regional, Central Agent monitoring
the emergency blackboard information, if find local Agent is not able to accomplish
task, must trans-regional information coordination, at this time, central agent control
all emergency task, and then task decomposition, release the task decomposition to
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the local Agent, this is a cross-regional emergency “big synergy”. Due to cooperative
mechanism between regional, First, local agent accept department agent collaborative
request, then build synergy between department Agent, and execute emergency task,
as shown in figure 3.

Fig.Fig.Fig.Fig. 3333.... Overall situation decomposition collaborative mechanism

In short, in the emergency management system, Through emergency blackboard
complete information transmission and interactive between each Agent, and in
different situation use different cooperative mechanism, through the blackboard
complete information for the sharing and exchange, and finally realize the emergency
management system of the effective information synergy.
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The basic thought of the emergency management is based on the blackboard
structure as problem solving mechanism, the Multi-Agent technology as a problem
solving way. Agent will emergency decision problem solving process simulation for
mathematical model, knowledge model and the man's judgment package unified
format，and form problem solving knowledge module, in intelligent solving process,
their external behavior is consistent, behavior act on their own and environment, and
can respond to the environment, through operation the blackboard, and cooperating
problem solving.
Emergency decision simulation intelligent blackboard model consists of three

parts: the Emergency blackboard, the Emergency decision Agent, Emergency
prediction Agent, shown in figure 4.
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Fig.Fig.Fig.Fig. 4444。Emergency decision simulation intelligent blackboard model

4.1Emergency4.1Emergency4.1Emergency4.1Emergency blackboardblackboardblackboardblackboard

Emergency blackboard is a global database， it store the original data, problem
solving solutions. In Emergency decision, Emergency decision information defined as
a group of variables, according to the variable physical meaning divided into two
categories: state variables, events variables.
(1)State variables: included production data, processing data, testing data,

geography data, climate data, and so on. The variable is a function of time, the value
with the advancement of crisis changes, it Can be a (0, 1) between the quantitative
value digital.
Events variables: Defined as all events in the process of the crisis happened; the

variable is a function of time, the value with the advancement of crisis changes, it Can
be a (0, 1) between the quantitative value digital.
The emergency information of emergency simulation through state variables to

reflect.
The emergency participants perceive the current crisis through emergency state

variables, and decision making based on state variables. Decision making behavior of
participants to display a series of events, the occurrence of events led to the change of
state variables, and promote the development of the crisis. Otherwise, even if no
decision action, the state variables will still be the advancement of change over time.
So decision action and time is direct reason to promote action and situation change.
The situation is interaction between variables, the mutual influence, part of the trend
of the change will cause other variable situation of a series of variable chain reaction.

4.24.24.24.2 EmergencyEmergencyEmergencyEmergency decisiondecisiondecisiondecision AgentAgentAgentAgent

Emergency decision Agent mainly complete crisis situations of the situation
analysis, risk assessment, strength analysis, scheme generation, scheme evaluation
and so on. the operation modes is when the state variables change up to a certain
value， and the value(between 0-1) match crisis decision Agent executive premise,
the Agent will be motivated to perform some action. For each one of the Emergency
decision work, Emergency decision to realize the function of the Agent essence of a
crisis situation analysis, decision making, evaluation model.
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Fig.Fig.Fig.Fig. 5555.... Emergency decision Agent activity diagram

4.34.34.34.3 EmergencyEmergencyEmergencyEmergency predictionpredictionpredictionprediction AgentAgentAgentAgent

Emergency prediction Agent main complete crisis analysis of results, crisis
situation variables revision and so on, the operation modes is when the situation
variables change up to a certain value， and the value(between 0-1) match crisis
decision Agent executive premise, the Agent will be motivated to perform some
action. For each one of the Emergency decision work, Emergency prediction to
realize the function of the Agent essence of Crisis result analysis, variable
modification, to understand that a self-learning model.
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Fig.Fig.Fig.Fig. 6666.... Emergency prediction Agent activity diagram

Through the argument that，each Agent by conditions and action of two parts, the
condition is the use of Agent premise, is a set of information about the blackboard
changes of judgement, action description of the operation about the Agent usually
process. They are the whole emergency decision core part, they can understand crisis
in time of the current state changes, can to the change of state to make timely
response ability, to have Reasoning and prediction capability through the reasoning
mechanism based on the knowledge and experience, to can response crisis situation
change and independent judgment in no manual intervention case.

5555 ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion

With the fast development of the economy, bee products quality security is
increasingly prominent, bee products related administrative departments for
emergency management needs become very urgent. Considering the emergency
management system of the distributed and autonomy characteristics , in this paper,
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Agent theory and technology is applied to bee products quality control and emergency
management system of information interaction and coordination, we constructed the
bee products quality control and emergency management system of the frame
structure, we put forward bee products quality control and emergency management
system of the blackboard communication mechanism, and used the blackboard
structure on the bee products quality control and crisis decision mechanism for
research. The method provides a good strategy for emergency management resources
scheduling and the implementation of the emergency measures, to provide strong
support, to improve emergency management level, ensure the bee products quality
security and stability.
In the future, we need to be further research bee products quality control and

urgent management resources synergy optimization mechanism based on the
communication mechanism collaborative optimization, to realize information
resources and emergency management resources of emergency interact and
collaborative allocation in the emergency management.
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